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SIR regarding trafficking concerns is not recorded in the UAC Portal. 
 
Incident Type: Sexual Abuse outside the US – UAC Pregnant 
Facility: BCFS San Antonio TFC 
Date of the Incident: Unknown                    UAC:
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR:  09/17/14 
Summary of SIR:   
SIR regarding pregnancy as a result of rape is not in the UAC Portal. 
 
Incident Type: Other 
Facility: Catholic Charities Houston 
Date of the Incident: 09/17/14                    UAC: 
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR:  09/17/14 
Summary of SIR:   
Minor disclosed that his former sponsor tried to force him to smoke marijuana, snort 
cocaine, and drink alcohol several times. Minor stated that shortly after he was reunified with

he started working with him in a paint factory. Minor stated that on several occasions after they returned from 
work, his sponsor would tell him that he had to smoke marijuana, snort cocaine, or drink alcohol because it was his house 
and his orders had to be followed in his house. Minor stated that his former sponsor did not hit him in order to make him 
smoke marijuana, snort cocaine, and drink alcohol. Minor stated that he did not do any drugs or consume alcohol and 
decided to leave before the situation got worse and that his former sponsor stole his last check when he left. 
 
Incident Type: Allegations of Abuse by Other UAC Sexual Abuse; Inappropriate Sexual Behavior; Sexual Assault 
Facility: BCFS Chavaneaux 
Date of the Incident: 09/18/14                    UAC: 
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR:  09/18/14 
Summary of SIR:   
On 9/18/2014 at 9:50 am during vocational class, Vocational Coordinator was helping client

finish making a beanie and while sitting on the desk attempting to teach how to 
finish the beanie client eached and touch her chest. Client was immediately re-directed right away and the 
incident was reported to Shift Manager . was redirected to remember he could not be touching 
people.  He appeared to understand, laughed and said “Oh si no touch”. 
 
Incident Type: Suspected Smuggling/Trafficking 
Facility: Children’s Home Tampa 
Date of the Incident: 09/17/14                    UAC: 
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR:  09/17/14 
Summary of SIR:   
Ms. , Lead Case Manager, met with to complete the Human Trafficking Screening Questions.  The 
Lead Case Manager as well as Case Manager,  Ms. Therapist and , Lead Clinician 
agreed to complete the Human Trafficking questions after insistently indicated the need to begin to work to pay a 
debt he owes in his home country. the case manager, has been working with two sponsors for

 who is the cousin of  mother and David is the cousin. as well as  Lead Case 
Manager, has been concern about as a safe sponsor due to reports provided by and his family in 
Guatemala.  The family and indicated that requested money to sponsor the child.  Yesterday, and 

spoke with the family in Guatemala making clear and specific that sponsoring services are free. Lead Clinician also 
encouraged s family to notify us if anyone request money for sponsoring . During the process of completing 
the Human Trafficking Screening Questions, informed that he will be working with in a Restaurant already 
identified by He will live with for a week and then he will rent a room closed by Also, today 

spoke with (with the assistance of the Therapist) to assess if is requesting any money for sponsoring 
According to the information provided by the Therapist, seems to be aware of the importance of 

education and he is not requesting any monetary compensation for sponsoring .  indicated that he grew up 
with  mother and they have a good bonding. 
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